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Abstract. In the IPv4 era, nodes in private networks generally use local addresses. In the IPv6 era, global
addresses can be allocated to all nodes because the IPv6 address space is so large (2^128). Global addresses
are used for direct communication between nodes in the Internet. Direct communication is a simple and an
ideal communication model because gateways which translate or relay communications between nodes are
unnecessary. However, in direct communication, nodes might receive connection requests from undesirable
nodes and might be directly attacked from unknown nodes. Current secure mechanisms against those threats
are managed by administrator and are inconvenient for users with lack of knowledge about network and
information security. We propose a simple secure communication mechanism with the potential for a security
model based on wide address space. For our secure communication mechanism, we create a new type of
service-specific address (SSA) and innovate in existing server address and service providing methods. Our
secure communication mechanism has been designed and implemented.
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1. Introduction
The IPv4 Addresses of the unallocated address pool administered by the IANA (Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority) was exhausted on 3 February, 2011. The Internet will soon have to migrate to the IPv6
because of the IPv4 global address shortage for an increasing number of nodes.
In IPv4 networks, nodes in private networks are generally assigned a local address (IPv4 private address).
Nodes in private networks must communicate with nodes in the Internet through address translation
mechanisms such as NAT and cannot become servers. In IPv6 networks, all nodes can be assigned a global
address because the IPv6 address space is so large (2^128). Thus, nodes in private networks can directly
communicate with nodes in the Internet without using address translation mechanisms. Direct
communication is a simple and an ideal communication model. Nodes can become not only clients
(request/send) but also servers (response/receive). Thus, even home network users can provide services from
nodes in home networks. Home network users can communicate without special functions from nodes in the
Internet (e.g., smart phones) to nodes in private networks (e.g., home servers). It is expected that this
freedom will lead to new services for home network users. However, nodes might receive undesirable
packets (e.g., probing packets, DoS attack packets, etc.) because they receive packets at all times. Secure
communication mechanisms against such threats have already been developed for IPv4 networks; e.g.,
Firewall and IPSec/IKE. However, these mechanisms have to be managed by an administrator and are
inconvenient for home network users who may lack knowledge about network and information security.
Thus, this limitation would likely interfere with the spread of new services. We propose IPv6 address nondisclosure security to prevent packets from undesirable users and unknown users in direct communication
from reaching home network users.
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2. Current secure communication issue in IPv6 direct communication
IPv6 networks have secure communication mechanisms for preventing undesirable packets from
reaching servers: Firewall and IPSec/IKE [1]. Note that NPTv6 [2] is not treated in this paper because nodes
in private networks can not directly communicate with nodes in the Internet.
• Firewall
Firewall configurations require complex packet filtering policies, access controls, and so on.
• IPSec/IKE
IPSec/IKE configurations require a security policy (SP), security association (SA), cryptography
algorithms, and authentication keys.
It is difficult for users who lack knowledge about network and information security to configure the
security policies of secure communication mechanisms. Such mechanisms are usually managed by trained
administrators [3] [4]. Moreover, home network users may be prone to making mistakes in configuring
complex policies. That would leave them vulnerable to receiving packets from undesirable or unknown
nodes.

3. Our secure communication mechanisms
There is an analogy between direct communication in an IP network and cellular phone network
communication. In both communications, subscribers (nodes) directly communicate with other subscribers
(nodes) and request (send) and respond (receive). Let us briefly consider the existing threats affecting direct
communication and countermeasures of cellular phone subscribers. Threats include prank calls and telephone
solicitation. Some simple countermeasures are as follows.
(1) A subscriber should not give undesirable and unknown subscribers their phone number. A subscriber
tends to register others’ phone numbers and owner information. S/he should answer the phone only
after s/he has identified the caller on the cellular phone display.
(2) A subscriber often has his/her stored phone numbers organized for certain purposes or into groups.
(3) A subscriber turns on the phone power only when he or she wants to use it.
(4) A subscriber can change his/her phone number if s/he thinks an undesirable subscriber knows it.
We define countermeasure (1) as “non-disclosure model.” A non-disclosure model can be used by
subscribers without much security and network knowledge. Countermeasures (2), (3) and (4) avoid
undesirable requests as much as possible. We decided to embody countermeasures (1), (2), (3), and (4) in our
secure communication mechanism.

4. Security evaluation of non-disclosure model in IPv6 private networks
In the non-disclosure model, a phone number of a cellular phone network corresponds to an IP address of
an IPv6 network (cellular phone measurement (1)). A threat in the non-disclosure model would be an IPv6
address of a node coming to be known by an undesirable user.
The IPv6 address is divided into two parts: the prefix and the interface ID. The interface ID does not
affect the routing. Thus, the minimum network size is a 64-bit address space. We assume that a node
searches the 64-bit address space. If the search time is one address per second, it will take more than 10
billion years to search all addresses [5]. Therefore, it is very difficult to search for accessible hosts by using a
brute force address search in IPv6 networks. If an undesirable node cannot know an address of a node in an
IPv6 network, the undesirable node will not even be aware of the existence of the node. Thus, the nondisclosure model is effective to avoid undesirable requests in IPv6 networks.

5. Specific Service Address (SSA) for new security mechanisms
We referred to cellular phone measurements and propose new address concept: Specific Service Address
(SSA). We evolved the server address concept as follows.
(1) From static to dynamic (cellular phone measurement (4))
The server address in IPv4 is static and is used permanently once it has been allocated to a server. An
undesirable node can continue to attack the server because the server cannot change its address.
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(1) The configuration of the servers must be an SSA or a service name registration such as a phone
number registration of a cellular phone. Most users can register phone numbers, owner information,
and contacts lists. The service name is information for obtaining the SSA (e.g., www-abc.sample).
(2) New applications or agents must not be installed in the client.
(3) The configurations of client applications must not be changed.

7. Design and Implementation
We designed and implemented a prototype of our secure communication mechanism, called “IPv6
address non-disclosure security.” In the IPv6 address non-disclosure security, a client sends a service request
to a server before the client node obtains an SSA from the server, because the SSA is dynamically generated
by the server. Thus, the SSA must be propagated from the server to the client.
We chose the DNS protocol as the method by which a client obtains SSAs. Thus, a user does not need to
add new applications or change the configuration of the client (Requirements (2) and (3)). We designed and
implemented two modules to propagate SSAs.
• NOCA (Name Override Client Agent)
The NOCA exists between a client and a DNS Server, and it blocks and captures DNS queries. It checks
whether the service name is contained in the service name list. The user registers the service name in the
service name list (Requirement (1)).
We use "ipfilter" for blocking queries and "libpcap" for capturing them. We implemented functions to
override DNS queries.
• Server agent
A server agent can generate an SSA and binds the SSA to a service process. We modified "inetd" for
binding and unbinding SSAs.
The communication sequence of our prototype is shown in Fig. 2. The communication sequence from (1)
to (7) in Fig. 2 is explained below.

Fig. 2: Communication Sequence of our prototype

(1) The user of a server registers the service name on the service name list of a NOCA. The user of the
server securely sends the service name to the client of the user (e.g., e-mail, telephone, etc.).
(2) The client resolves the service name (or a server name) by making a DNS query.
(3) The NOCA blocks and captures the DNS query. The NOCA checks whether the service name of the
DNS query exists in the service name list. If the service name exists in the list, the NOCA sends an
SSA request to the server. If the service name does not exist in it, the NOCA forwards the DNS query
to the DNS server.
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(4) The server agent receives the SSA request from the NOCA and starts to generate an SSA. The server
agent randomly generates the Interface ID of the IPv6 address and generates an SSA from the IPv6
prefix of the server and the Interface ID. However, if the SSA and addresses of other nodes collide as
a result of DAD [11], the server agent generates a new SSA. The server creates a service process
(httpd) and allocates the SSA to the server process. The server sends the SSA to the NOCA.
(5) The NOCA creates a Reply packet for the DNS Query and sends the Reply packet to the client.
(6) The client sends a service request to the server of the SSA. The client (browser) accesses the server’s
service (httpd).
(7) When the server finishes providing services to the client, the server stops the service process (httpd)
and revokes the SSA.
IPv6 address non-disclosure security is run on FreeBSD 5.4 and is written in about 6,000 lines of C
language code (gcc). Thus, the development environment and software requirements of IPv6 address nondisclosure security are general in network systems.

8. Conclusion
This paper proposed IPv6 address non-disclosure security for users who lack knowledge about network
and information security. We created a service-specific address (SSA) for the server from the existing server
address and service providing methods. This new mechanism makes it very difficult for a node (server) to
receive packets from undesirable nodes.
It is expected that IPv6 address non-disclosure security can be provided as a new security service by ISPs
and that with it, home network users will be able to securely provide services to familiar people such as
family, friends, etc. Note that if familiar people leak a service name to an undesirable user, that undesirable
user can request services. However, this threat is not a serious issue in cellular phone networks.
Currently, the security service of our secure communication mechanism is restrictive because security
service is provided by one NOCA. Thus, our next issue will be to improve the scalability of the SSA
propagation method.
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